Ecological factors explain variation in sociality both within and between species of marmots—large alpine ground squirrels. Fifty years of study, by me and my colleagues, of the yellow-bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventris) at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory, near Crested Butte, CO, USA, has created opportunities to see how sociality changes with population and group size. Over the past decades, we have witnessed a natural experiment whereby the population tripled in size. If we view sociality as an emergent process, then demography acts as a constraint on interactions between individuals, and the threefold increase in population size should have consequences for group structure. We have used social network statistics to study the causes and consequences of social interactions by capitalizing on this demographic variation. Such an emergent view is ideally studied in an integrative Tinbergian way that focuses on both mechanism and function. We have determined that some social attributes are heritable, that social cohesion is established through age and kin structure, that well-embedded females (but not males) are less likely to disperse, and that there are fitness consequences of social attributes. Together, this integrative relationship-centred view expands on the traditional ecological model of sociality and offers a framework that can be applied to other systems.

1. Introduction

A core assumption of the primate socioecological model is that local ecology, identified by competition for resources and predation risk [1–6], influences social interactions within groups because individuals try to manage the negative effects of competition while still attempting to reap antipredator benefits. But, while not all taxa compete directly for access to food, all species, for at least some point in their lives, experience some risk of predation [7], and many face infanticide risks [8,9]. Thus, some aspects of the socioecological model are certainly applicable to many non-primate species [10].

While there have been attempts to apply the primate socioecological model to understand social variation in carnivores [11] and ungulates [12], rodents form another potentially interesting out-group for study for several reasons. First, there are many species of rodents, and these species vary in the degree to which they form stable groups and other attributes of complex social behaviour [13]. Second, some species exhibit intraspecific variation in social systems and, in some cases, it is possible to manipulate ecological factors in ways to gain insights into mechanisms underlying social variation [14–16]. Third, it is often possible to study multiple groups over time and tease apart sources of social variation [17].

Here, I review 50 years of insights from on-going work with yellow-bellied marmot (Marmota flaviventris) social behaviour. I adopt the definition of social behaviour used throughout this Theme Issue that comes from Kappeler & van Schaik [18] and that focuses on describing the size, composition, cohesion and genetic structure of a social unit. Social mating system is also important but somewhat distinct. Rather than focusing exclusively on evaluating the primate socioecological model in marmots, I adopt a Tinbergenian approach [19,20] that integrates mechanism with function [20] and that has identified remarkable
flexibility as well as some constraints on social organization, mating system and social structure (see Blumstein et al. [21] for definitions). Nevertheless, many factors considered by the socioecological model may influence marmot behaviour. For instance, ecological variation clearly influences marmot sociality through creating the demographic opportunity for social groups to form. All 14 species of marmots hibernate and ecological factors influence the probability of surviving hibernation and the rate at which individuals can gain body mass—two factors that are likely to explain variation among marmot species in their degree of sociality [22–24]. My work is predicated on an emergent view of social behaviour that first requires a sufficient number of animals cohabiting an area (sensu [25]), and then seeks to understand the development and maintenance of social relationships (sensu [26]). I will first review what Armitage [27,28] discovered over the first four decades of study at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (RMBL) near Crested Butte, Colorado, USA, and then highlight some recent insights that have emerged during the past decade of study.

2. Yellow-bellied marmots: highlights from first four decades

The yellow-bellied marmots at the RMBL have been under continuous study since 1962. Armitage [27] began the study to understand the role social behaviour plays in population dynamics. Armitage’s work was stimulated by both Calhoun [29] and Errington [30], who both showed that social tolerance and intolerance may have profound effects on vertebrate population biology. In part, based on thinking about Calhoun’s results where more rats could be raised in the same space if females were housed alone than together, Armitage wished to decouple the roles of social behaviour and the more well-studied environmental influences on population biology in a natural population [27].

Yellow-bellied marmots are one of 14 species of marmots. Because they hibernate for seven to eight months per year, much of their summer active season focuses around gaining sufficient body mass to survive the winter. They are very efficient hibernators and lose about 1 g per day during deep torpor [31]. However, not all winter is spent in deep torpor; many females live alone in relatively small habitat patches [33]. Armitage described the marmots as living in a harem-polygynous society—one male defended one or more females [34]. Females form matriline that started when a mother recruited one or more of her daughters to her territory [35]. However, one important early insight was that matriline size varies considerably, and female amicable relationships are essential to create a matriline [35]. Importantly, there is considerable social variation; many females live alone in relatively small habitat patches, whereas only the larger habitat patches support multiple females [36]. Using Kappeler & van Schaik’s [18] terminology, marmots live in mixed sex aggregations, where one or more males and one or more females reproduce.

Additionally, relationships between females are the glue that holds the society together, because the nature of female relationships, as described below, influences the probability of female dispersal. The decision to remain in the natal group may lead to reproductive suppression [37]. When an older female was present, 2- and 3-year-olds were less likely to reproduce than in situations where there was no older female present.

Armitage recognized the importance of kinship in determining the pattern of agonistic and affiliative behaviour. Armitage [36] noted that males behaved uniformly aggressively towards other males, regardless of relationship. For females, kinship is important. Those females who were related with an $r < 0.25$ typically behaved aggressively towards each other, while females with $r > 0.25$ typically behaved amicably towards each other. Amicable behaviour (which both sexes engage in) includes behavioural elements such as greeting, allogrooming, sitting in body contact, play (which is restricted to juveniles and yearlings) and foraging together. It is possible that animals cooperatively thermoregulate (sensu [38]); but yellow-bellied marmots are the most efficient marmot hibernators [31], and such cooperation may not be required. That said, most social behaviour is much more subtle than that which one might observe in social primates, and (for unknown adaptive reasons) rates of social interactions drop as the season progresses (in a proximate sense, social behaviour declines after the breeding season).

3. What are the ecological factors that explain this variation?

High elevation populations of yellow-bellied marmots may be food-limited [39,40], but marmots living in the sub-alpine meadows around the RMBL do not appear food-limited in non-drought years (marmots fail to gain sufficient body mass to survive hibernation in drought years [41]). Indeed, a cross-sectional habitat analysis found that factors associated with predation risk, not with food, explained substantial variation in whether marmots were present in an area and, if so, whether they persisted or periodically went extinct [42]. However, consistent with an expectation of the socioecological model, patch size is positively correlated with population size. Indeed, patch size is a good predictor of both the number of adult females ($r = 0.86$) and the number of adults of both sexes ($r = 0.83$) [39,40].

Predators are a constant threat. While Armitage initially discounted their importance because direct predation is rarely observed, several lines of evidence suggest that they play a very important role in behaviour and population persistence. First, marmots have a rich repertoire of antipredator behaviour and predator-detection abilities. They allocate time to antipredator vigilance (a heritable trait [43]) and modify it based on a variety of factors [44], including visibility [45]. They are able to recognize the sight [46], sounds [47] and smells [48] of their predators (including canid, felid and raptorial predators). They emit alarm calls in seemingly adaptive situations [49]. They dig burrows [50] into which they escape [51]. Flight initiation distance is influenced by the costs and benefits of fleeing [44,51]. Once they retreat into their burrows, the time they remain in their burrows is sensitive to both the benefits and costs of hiding, and these decisions are likely to have fitness consequences [52,53]. Second, we can see an ecological effect of predators: populations of marmots living in patches with rocks and good visibility persist while those living in areas with fewer rocks and worse visibility periodically go extinct [42]. Finally, in some years, all of the young at certain social groups and colonies are killed.
by predators [33,54]. Thus, predators directly influence the opportunity for social interactions and social behaviour by influencing the population size. From this perspective, we can view predators as being both an important constraint on solitary living and one that maintains variation in group size and social flexibility.

4. A natural experiment

Over the past decades, the average spring air temperature at the RMBL has increased, [55] the snow has melted sooner [55,56] and marmots at the well-studied RMBL town site location have emerged earlier [55,56]. Because the snow has melted sooner, the growing season has begun earlier, and thus the duration of food availability for marmots has lengthened [55]. As a consequence of increased food availability and a longer active season, marmot body mass in summer has increased, resulting in better condition before hibernation, and higher over-winter survival of adult females [56]. Taken together, these environmental changes have resulted in an unprecedented threefold increase in the population size over the past decades (figure 1). Such a rapid increase in population size has released a constraint and created the opportunity for different kinds of social relationships to emerge.

Earlier snowmelt and earlier emergence not only increased the length of the food availability period, but also decreased hibernation duration. Pre-hibernation body mass is strongly related to winter survival and to reproductive success [32,57]. We thus expected that selection pressure on mass and mass-related parameters has decreased with climatic changes. Furthermore, we already know that there was no selection on the overall rate of mass gain for marmots between 2003 and 2009 [58]. Given the dramatic growth of the population since 2000, without immigration, we expected a slight decrease in mean August body mass of females (figure 2), suggesting that density-dependent effects started to appear, at least at the lower elevation site.

Observed changes in environment and population dynamics are expected to affect not only mass and mass-related parameters, but also important traits that emerge from greater population densities. In marmots, one might expect that as group size increased, more females would be recruited to colonies in larger habitat patches, and with more females, one might expect more males. Thus, increased population size might influence the ability of males to monopolize females and potentially influence multiple paternity. However, this need not be true; if one male could successfully defend large groups of females, then we might not expect an increase in the number of males. Animals are constrained in the number of, and time allocated to, social interactions [59,60]. It was not known whether or where those limits were for marmots, or what the emergent consequences might be, but traits, such as the rate of agonistic or affiliative interactions and social network structure, were expected to vary.

We had predicted that selection pressure on social traits in marmots would increase in the next decade because of increased density dependence, but a major population crash occurred during an exceptionally long winter in 2011. This crash will ultimately provide a priceless opportunity to study social dynamics when individuals, previously living at higher densities, find themselves suddenly surrounded by many fewer conspecifics.

Focusing on such intraspecific variation in sociality is not new; Lott [61,62] called attention to this variation in two reviews, and a number of primatologists have highlighted the fact that demography influences the opportunity for sociality to emerge as well as the importance of intraspecific variation in sociality [25,63].

5. Sociality: an emergent view

If we view social structure as emerging from demographic opportunities (also see Barrett & Henzi [25]), then there are a number of natural questions that follow. These questions focus on the emergent consequences of animals interacting. Indeed, sociality as an emergent process is a long-held view that dates back at least to Hinde’s [26,64] view of social behaviour, which focused on how interactions among and between individuals form the basis for bonds and relationships. Such a relationship-focused view of sociality lends itself very nicely to social network analysis [65–69]. And, in contrast to the traditional socioecological model that focuses mostly on the ultimate consequences of social behaviour and one that treats mechanism largely as a search for identifying the key ecological factors that explain variation, an emergent view of sociality lends itself to both proximate and ultimate studies.

In the following sections, I will discuss several recent studies that we have conducted. I will review studies that asked whether male–male cooperation emerged from increased male density, and studies that examined the heritability and development of social relationships, as well as studies that evaluated the adaptive value of social relationships. Together, these studies could serve as a template for integrative Tinbergenian studies of social variation and plasticity.

6. Consequences for social structure

While multi-male groups were relatively uncommon in the past (typical groups had a single dominant male [37]),
Thus, while the socioecological model emphasizes the role of social organization and that, somewhat such as European badgers, they are social but not cooperative [72]. Indeed, we found that male yellow-bellied marmots have rudimentary coalitionary traits male marmots possessed and whether they cooperated when living socially.

The coalitionary traits hypothesis [71] suggests that it is profitable to view complex coalitionary behaviour as comprising several constituent traits: mutual tolerance; collaboration; and partner preference. Mutual tolerance occurs when animals share space. Collaboration is seen when males work together to achieve an outcome they could not obtain individually—ousting dominant males, defence against predators, territorial defence, etc. Partner preference is seen when males prefer to associate with each other. Rudimentary coalitions only contain one or a few of these traits, whereas more complex coalitionary behaviour contains more traits.

We found that social groups contained one to several adult males, who did or did not monopolize reproduction [70]. Indeed, we found a mix of reproductive strategies that included one male in multi-male groups monopolizing all reproduction, males monopolizing reproduction with a subset of females and females mating with multiple males. Males did not discriminate among each other’s perioral olfactory secretions, suggesting that they did not show partner preference for males within their group. We exposed males to a mounted American badger (Taxidea taxus), a very effective marmot predator [33], to see whether they were more likely to emit alarm calls to warn others when in multi-male groups. We found that they did not adjust alarm-calling behaviour in a way consistent with male–male collaboration.

Finally, males did not enhance their reproductive success by forming multi-male groups.

Multi-male marmot groups are formed in habitat areas of sufficient size when the population (i.e. number of females) expands. However, simply because males are environmentally forced to live together, this constraint has not seemingly selected for complex social organization. We therefore concluded that male yellow-bellied marmots have rudimentary social organization and that, somewhat such as European badgers (Meles meles), they are social but not cooperative [72]. Thus, while the socioecological model emphasizes the role of oestrous synchrony and the inability of males to monopolize large groups of females as key factors in driving the formation of multi-male groups [73,74], we found that apparent ecological constraints (including, perhaps, the inability of males to monopolize a group) were important factors that explained the formation of multi-male groups.

7. Novel insights from using social network statistics

We have been engaged in a series of studies [68,75–78] that explore the use of social network statistics in marmot behaviour. As other recent studies of mammals have shown [79–82], formal network statistics provide an opportunity to study not only direct relationships between individuals but also indirect relationships between individuals. And, while previous studies have shed important insights into the structure and function of social variation, few have tested key assumptions required to see whether social traits quantified using network analyses are biologically and evolutionarily meaningful. I believe that if these traits are meaningful they should be heritable, should explain variation in biologically important behaviours, could be under selection, and some should have fitness consequences.

A network trait, by definition, is the result of an interaction between two (or more) individuals, and these interactions may only be under partial control of a focal subject. Despite this constraint, documenting heritable variation in network traits (particularly if other potentially important variables are properly controlled for statistically) would suggest that these traits may be evolutionarily salient.

I shall review several of our recent studies here. It is important to point out that because we follow the fate of virtually all marmots, and because they live in known geographical locations, we are not required to assume ‘the gambit of the group’ (i.e. that each individual in a group interacts with all other members in that group) [67,83]. Thus, we can effectively study the impacts of sampling on parameter values, without having to simultaneously worry about group composition varying much as a function of sampling. This is a strength of the marmot study because, typically, the gambit of the group...
is not a problem with other studies of individually marked animals whose behaviour is intensively studied (e.g. habituated primates, social carnivores, many rodents).

There are many possible social network statistics that can be calculated [65]; each describes what I shall refer to as an attribute of sociality. Lehman & Ross [82] note that a complex set of networked relationships are required for describing an individual’s social environment. In any dataset, some attributes are correlated with each other, whereas others are orthogonal. In our case, all attributes were calculated from association matrices of observed interactions (affiliative or agonistic), but others have focused on different sorts of networks (e.g. grooming, dominance, foraging, etc. [81,82]). Networks can be directional (i.e. individual A could initiate or receive a bout of social behaviour, where a bout is defined as a unique interaction), and because affiliative and agonistic relationships may have different causes and consequences, we typically calculate separate analyses for each. Networks can also be binary, where one is interested in the mere presence of any interaction between individuals that is then scored as 0 or 1, or weighted, where the number of interactions between individuals becomes an important parameter. Because we fit many models, we have used a variety of model fitting techniques.

Ultimately, the results from any single study are suggestive and warrant additional studies in other systems to search for general trends. However, at this point, I believe, as will be illustrated below, that we have collectively demonstrated there is great use in adopting a social network approach to studying social behaviour and that a social network approach will provide novel insights not otherwise captured by evaluating a traditional socioecological approach.

(a) Network position is heritable

Social attributes can be heritable. This is an essential finding that suggests that the propensity to form relationships can respond to selection and evolve. We capitalized on a well-supported genetically based genealogy [43] and our ability to calculate a variety of social network statistics on the marmots. Using the quantitative genetic methods of ‘the animal model’ [84], we partitioned out components of variation and estimated additive genetic variation in social attributes [76].

We hypothesized that social attributes under control of an individual (i.e. those that an animal initiates or was directly involved in) would be more heritable than those based largely on the behaviour of other group members. Indeed, variation in these indirect measures was largely explained by non-genetic variation. However, the heritability of received agonistic behaviour was significant, whereas there was no significant heritable variation in initiated behaviour. This ‘heritable victimization’ is fascinating and suggests that being able to receive and tolerate aggression is an important social attribute. In retrospect, this makes some sense in that in hierarchically structured systems there is only one alpha male/female. Marmots maintain dominance hierarchies [85], and as long as there are benefits to being in a social group there should be benefits to tolerating aggression from others. Some-what analogously, spotted hyaenas (Crocuta crocuta) maintain strong social bonds with kin despite considerable competition for food, in part because there are benefits from being in a social group [79]. Our finding in marmots is also a call for a search for mechanism: what is it that explains variation—in a proximate sense—in the propensity to receive aggression? Future studies will have to address this.

(b) Social cohesion is established through age and kin structuring

While the cause of social relationships is studied using the socioecological model [5], the ontogeny of social relationships is a question not immediately asked under a traditional socioecological approach. By contrast, the development of relationships is a question that emerges nicely from an approach that seeks to understand the causes and consequences of social relationships. For this study, Wey & Blumstein [77] evaluated network measures that captured both direct interactions and indirect interactions.

We focused on expansiveness—the tendency to initiate interactions relative to other individuals in a network; and attractiveness—the tendency to receive interactions relative to other nodes in the network. Both of these reflected direct interactions between individuals. In addition, we quantified two metrics that described both direct and indirect social interactions: out-closeness—which quantifies the ability to reach all other individuals in a network through short path lengths (i.e. by going through few intermediate individuals); and in-closeness—which quantifies the ability of others to reach an actor through short path lengths. A challenge in interpreting these metrics is understanding the consequences of such indirect emergent relationships because they are slightly divorced from the immediate consequences of individual interactions. By this, I mean that there is a potential for an immediate consequence of a direct interaction (e.g. a sexually transmitted disease might be directly acquired from an individual), but the consequences of an indirect relationship may be present but might be less pronounced (of course, a sexually transmitted disease might be more likely when having sex with an individual who has had sex with more individuals than with one who has had sex with fewer individuals). Nonetheless, I suggest that indirect relationships are demonstrably important if their variation can be explained by biologically important factors—in this case, age and kinship.

We found that interactions between yearlings are particularly important in structuring marmot social groups. Yearlings engage in affiliative behaviour (play and greetings) with other yearlings and adults, whereas older animals (often adult males) initiate aggressive interactions that are mostly directed at yearlings. Thus, interactions initiated by yearlings form important ties between individuals. We also found that social cohesion, as measured by these variables, is maintained by a preference for interacting with similar-aged relatives. Thus, it is the relationships between individuals, not the entire group, that are seemingly important. We found no support for the hypothesis that direct measures of social attributes would show stronger age-related changes than those attributes that also quantified indirect relationships.

(c) Dispersal: the importance of social relationships are sex-specific

Bekoff’s [86] long-standing but not well-supported hypothesis about the role that social cohesion plays in dispersal was ripe for testing using social network statistics because these statistics provide the tools for formally quantifying cohesion.
our relationship-based approach to studying sociality demonstrated that different social attributes differentially affect reproductive success [78]. In this study, we used factor analysis to reduce correlated attributes to four factors that we interpreted as those that measure connectivity, affiliation strength, victimization and bullying. Bullying males had higher reproductive success, a finding consistent with our studies of dominance [85]. Interestingly, we found that affiliation strength was negatively associated with reproductive success in adult females, but connectivity (on which embeddedness loaded) was not. This suggests that there is a cost of direct social cohesion to adult females, and the finding provides additional support for our impression that yellow-bellied marmots are social but not cooperative, for if females were cooperative we would have expected fitness to increase, not decrease, with embeddedness (sensu [88,89]). Finally, these results are consistent with the hypothesis that marmots live in groups because of demographic chance and ecological constraints. Recent results in other taxa also show that network position and strength may have fitness consequences [79,80].

8. Discussion and conclusions

Ecological constraints [90] and demographic chance [25] may force animals to live socially and can modulate group size. What individuals do once they are living socially, however, is profitably studied by examining their social interactions from which sociality emerges. The network- and interaction-based approach, which I refer to as an attribute-based approach, that we have adopted in our studies of yellow-bellied marmots can be profitably adopted by those studying other species and I encourage others to quantify the social networks of their species. I believe that, unlike traditional socioecological studies of sociality, this attribute-based approach will give us complementary insights into which specific social attributes influence and are influenced by specific social behaviours.

For instance, and by analogy, if we look at social drivers of complex communication [91], we find that demographic role variation drives the evolution of repertoire size in scurid rodents [92], but social group size drives the evolution of individuality [93]. Indeed, in other taxa, variation in the complexity of reproductive roles is associated with the individuality of facial markings [94], and colony size was associated with both bird and bat contact call individuality [95–98]. In primates, group size is associated with vocal repertoire size [99] and the ability to produce variable facial expressions [100].

Importantly, a series of Tinbergian questions [19,20] naturally emerges from an attribute-based approach to study sociality that does not necessarily emerge if one is focused on evaluating a more traditional socioecological model. For instance, as discussed earlier, it is important to ask questions about genetic and environmental mechanisms underlying the formation of social relationships, as has also been done in hyaenas [79] and meerkats (Suricata suricatta) [80], and it is important to understand both the current adaptive use and the evolution of these relationships. By asking all four Tinbergian questions, we develop a rich understanding of a phenomenon. For all of these reasons, an attribute-based approach to studying sociality will become increasingly important in the future and will help us develop a rich and nuanced view of the tremendous amount of social variation seen in nature. Tinbergen would be pleased.

Blumstein et al. [75] focused on degree—the number of individuals one interacts with; and embeddedness—a statistic that describes how well integrated to the rest of the group an individual is. Because about half of our population of female yearlings disperse whereas almost all male yearlings disperse, we expected that social relationships would be relatively more important for females than for males. We found that female yearlings that interacted with more individuals (i.e. had a greater degree) and those that were more embedded in their group were less likely to disperse (figure 3). Importantly, embeddedness was relatively more important than degree in explaining variation in female dispersal, and models focusing on affiliative interactions explained more variation than models focusing on agonistic interactions. Thus, the pattern of affiliative social relationships may be an important factor that influences the structure of marmot groups. And, because philopatry logically precedes any social benefits from philopatry [87], affiliative social relationships may be an important determinant of more complex social benefits. Potential proximate drivers of social variation include variation in the hypothalamic pituitary axis and variation in personality. Previous analyses found no relationship between measures of circulating stress hormones and network traits [78], and current studies examine the degree of individual consistency in network traits.

Figure 3. Socially embedded yearling females (a), but not males (b), are less likely to disperse. Adapted from Blumstein et al. (75). (a,b) square, yearling; circle, adult; white, dispersed; and black, not dispersed.
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